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In international fisheries management, scientific advice on the presence of “vulnerable
marine ecosystems” (VMEs) per United Nations resolutions, has generally used
qualitative assessments based on expert judgment of the occurrence of indicator taxa
such as cold-water corals and sponges. Use of expert judgment alone can be criticized
for inconsistency and sometimes a lack of transparency; therefore, development of
robust and repeatable numeric methods to detect the presence of VMEs would be
advantageous. Here, we present a multi-criteria assessment (MCA) method to evaluate
how likely a given area of seafloor represents a VME. The MCA is a taxa-dependent
spatial method that accounts for both the quantity and data quality available. This was
applied to a database of records of VMEs built, held and compiled by the International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES). A VME index was generated which ranged
from 1.51 to 4.52, with 5.0 being reserved for confirmed VME habitats. An index of
confidence was also computed that ranged from 0.0 to 0.75, with 1 being reserved
for those confirmed VME habitats. Overall the MCA captured the important elements of
the ICES VME database and provided a simplified, spatially aggregated, and weighted
estimate of how likely a given area is to contain VMEs. The associated estimate of
confidence gave an indication of how uncertain that assessment was for the same
given area. This methodology provides a more systematic and standardized approach
for assessing the likelihood of presence of VMEs in the North-East Atlantic.

Keywords: vulnerable marine ecosystems, deep-sea, multi-criteria assessment, cold-water corals, deep-sea
sponges

INTRODUCTION

Recognizing the vulnerability of deep-sea biodiversity, the United Nations General Assembly
(UNGA) called upon States and Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs) to
identify areas beyond national jurisdiction (ABNJ) where vulnerable marine ecosystems (VME)
occur, or are likely to occur, and to prevent significant adverse impacts (UNGA, 2006). The Food
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and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the United Nations
subsequently developed guidelines for the management of deep-
sea fisheries in the high seas (FAO, 2009). This included criteria
for defining what constitutes a VME: (1) uniqueness or rarity;
(2) functional significance of the habitat; (3) fragility; (4) life
history traits of component species that make recovery difficult;
and (5) structural complexity. These criteria may apply to a
wide variety of habitats and ecosystems of the deep-sea (e.g.,
hydrothermal vents, seamounts, or cold seeps). Generally, VMEs
have been identified based on the occurrence of indicator taxa
such as stony or gorgonian corals, or sponges. However, these
taxa can occur in varying spatial densities, and the FAO guidelines
do not provide threshold values for defining what constitutes
“significant concentrations” of VME indicator records that would
constitute an actual VME (Auster et al., 2011).

Whilst significant steps have been made to map and protect
VMEs in the high-seas areas in general (e.g., Portela et al.,
2010) and in the high-seas areas regulated by RFMOs (e.g.,
Durán-Muñoz et al., 2012a), progress has been inconsistent
or incomplete (Durán-Muñoz and Sayago-Gil, 2011; Wright
et al., 2014; FAO, 2016). In part, limited knowledge about
their spatial distribution has impeded the application of
effective protective measures in many areas (Weaver et al.,
2011). Although dedicated field surveys and species distribution
models of some individual VME indicator taxa are increasingly
being made available (Rengstorf et al., 2013, 2014; Vierod
et al., 2014; Fabri et al., 2014; Anderson et al., 2016b), there
is little information on the spatial distribution of species
assemblages in concentrations that might constitute a VME
and therefore what is needed to trigger management actions
(Ardron et al., 2014).

Vulnerable marine ecosystems are best identified using high
quality underwater imagery (Remotely Operated Vehicles –
ROV, towed camera, etc.), allowing accurate and quantitative
description of community composition and associated fauna
(e.g., Fabri et al., 2014). Because of the high cost of operations
associated with such imaging technologies, observations of VMEs
are only available for a tiny fraction of the area of the deep
seabed. However, with rapid advances in photo- and video-
survey technology, much more of the seafloor will become
known in the coming years. Techniques developed to identify
VMEs could therefore inform what statistical power and effect
size should be used to detect VMEs in future broad-scale
surveys. Currently, larger amounts of data on VME indicator
taxa occurrences across large spatial scales may be available
from bycatch records from fisheries surveys (e.g., Murillo et al.,
2011, 2012; Portela et al., 2012), cooperative surveys (Durán-
Muñoz et al., 2011, 2012b) and commercial fishing operations.
The problem in using bycatch data to inform on the presence
of VMEs lies in the fact that bottom fishing gear are poor
sampling tools for VME indicator organisms and that bycatch
data may not represent the true benthic community composition
and densities (Auster et al., 2011). Although better than no data,
there is a large amount of uncertainty associated with bycatch
data.

In the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO)
Regulatory Area, a geospatial methodology was developed

to identify VMEs using data from research trawl surveys
(Kenchington et al., 2014). However, this approach requires
comprehensive fisheries survey programs (Murillo et al., 2011,
2012) and standardized datasets that are generally not available
for most areas beyond national jurisdiction. Generally, data on
VME indicator presence are derived from a wide variety of
sources (commercial trawl and longline operations, ROV surveys,
towed camera surveys or research surveys), which are challenging
to integrate and interpret as a whole. For example, some records
are bona fide VME habitat types such as those identified through
recent ROV video footage of large Lophelia reefs while others are
scientific trawl survey bycatch records and anecdotal information
from commercial fishing operations. As a result, VME related
data are generally qualitatively assessed using expert judgment
(ICES, 2013a). Expert judgment is a common component of
resource management and conservation decision-making, but
comes with known limitations and inconsistencies, many of
which concern how disparate information is contextualized, and
a poor characterization of uncertainty (Burgman et al., 2011;
Martin et al., 2012). To aid decision-making concerning the
protection of VMEs, we have developed methods that are capable
of integrating the wide range of existing VME data, while taking
into account some of the uncertainties associated with sampling
methods and reported taxonomy.

Over the past 10 years the joint ICES/NAFO Working
Group on Deep-water Ecology (WGDEC) has been compiling
data on the distribution and abundance of VMEs and
organisms considered to be indicators of VMEs across the
North Atlantic (ICES, 2011). A database of these records
was built to facilitate more scientifically robust advice on
the distribution of VMEs and to aid the development of
possible management recommendations such as bottom fishing
closures within North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission
(NEAFC) waters to protect VMEs. Thus there was a need
to develop a system that would formalize expert opinion and
utilize as much relevant information as possible from the
ICES VME database. In this paper we present a multi-criteria
assessment (MCA) method that was developed to evaluate
how likely an area represents a VME, through integrating as
much relevant information as possible from the ICES VME
database.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The term VME is used here in the context of the FAO
international guidelines (FAO, 2009) and reviewed by ICES
(ICES, 2016b). The ICES VME database (ICES, 2016a) can be
accessed online and is currently comprised of approximately
15,000 records (Figure 1).

Multi-criteria assessment is a method of aggregating data
based on different criteria or attributes that contain information
relevant to the decision and weighting these to provide a
single metric that captures all this information. The essential
feature of MCA is the development of a matrix in which the
performance of the data are weighted against each criterion
(e.g., the survey method) and from which an aggregate value
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FIGURE 1 | The distribution of VME indicator records throughout the North Atlantic contained within the ICES VME database (ICES, 2016a).

is derived. The MCA was based on spatially gridded data
format, i.e., multiple individual points or records contributed
to the assessment of a single grid cell containing a VME.
A C-square spatial grid methodology (Rees, 2003) composed
of grid cell size of 0.05 degrees by 0.05 degrees was adopted,
similar to that used to analyze Vessel Monitoring System
(VMS) data (Hintzen et al., 2012). As described below, the
MCA captures the fact that not all VME indicators within
the ICES VME database have the same vulnerability to
human impacts, and thus should be weighted differently.
Therefore, the MCA is a taxa-dependent spatial method.
Additionally, to account for data quality issues a measure
of the confidence associated with each VME record was
developed.

For each c-square grid cell, two values were calculated:

• A “VME index” which combines how intrinsically
vulnerable to human impacts the VME indicator is

deemed to be, and how abundant the VME indicator is
(for example, an aggregation representing a cold-water
coral reef as opposed to a record of a single individual or
taxon).

• A “Confidence index” associated with the “VME index.”
This is a confidence (or uncertainty) estimate based upon
(a) the numbers of samples available within the grid cell,
(b) the provenance of the records in that cell (e.g., visual
survey, fisheries data, or inferred from other methods), (c)
the time span of the data (i.e., time between the first and last
record), and (d) the age of the most recent survey.

“VME Index” Scoring Procedure
Because the ICES VME database includes both records of known
VME habitats (ICES, 2016a) as well as VME indicators, these
former bona fide records were treated separately from the latter.
Bona fide records included high quality underwater imagery
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from ROV surveys of anemone aggregations, cold seeps, cold-
water coral reefs, coral gardens, deep-sea sponge aggregations,
hydrothermal vents, and sea-pen fields. Non-VME habitat grid
cells (i.e., not containing bona fide records) were evaluated by
assigning a VME indicator score to each VME indicators present,
based on their taxonomy and their abundance as explained
below.

Assigning a VME Indicator Score to VME
Indicators
Twelve VME indicator types were agreed for inclusion in
the ICES VME database (ICES, 2016b), reflecting the main
taxonomic groups of VME indicators occurring in the NE
Atlantic (Supplementary Table 1). Naturally, there are some
interspecific inconsistencies, for example, not all species of
“Gorgonian” will be equally vulnerable. However, these categories
were considered to be a reasonable compromise between a
manageable list and a range of vulnerabilities that was not
excessive (ICES, 2016a). The category “sponges” was found
to be particularly problematic because it includes all sponges,
from small encrusting species to the massive, aggregation
forming species (e.g., Geodiids). The reason a generic “sponges”
category was created in the past was because there is often
much uncertainty in species identification and many records
in the VME database are simply identified to the Phylum
level of “Porifera.” Nevertheless, the VME database contains
sponge records identified to the lowest possible taxonomical
level, which is of value for use in the MCA. When a
sponge record was identified to the genus level, literature
sources (e.g., Hogg et al., 2010; Murillo et al., 2012; McIntyre
et al., 2016) and expert opinion was used to decide on
those genera of sponges containing species that can be
described as “massive” and forming aggregations. All species
belonging to the following genera were classified as the

type “Large Sponge” and as such would receive a different
“VME” score than all other sponges: Asconema, Craniella,
Chonelasma, Geodia, Pheronema, Polymastia, Stryphnus, Tetilla,
Thenea, and Vazella. All other species of sponges and
records for which no information of Genus were provided
were ranked according to the scores in the type “Generic
Sponge.” Following this assessment of sponge types, thirteen
VME indicator types were considered in the next phase
(Table 1).

Vulnerable marine ecosystem indicator types included in the
ICES VME database were assessed against each of the five FAO
criteria for defining what constitute a VME. The FAO list of
characteristics used as criteria in the identification of VMEs are
(FAO, 2009):

• Uniqueness or rareness: an area or ecosystem that is unique
or that contains rare species whose loss could not be
compensated for by similar areas or ecosystems.

• Functional significance of the habitat: discrete areas or
habitats that are necessary for the survival, function,
spawning/reproduction, or recovery of fish stocks,
particular life-history stages (e.g., nursery grounds or
rearing areas), or of rare, threatened or endangered marine
species.

• Fragility: an ecosystem that is highly susceptible to
degradation by anthropogenic activities.

• Life-history of species make recovery difficult: ecosystems
that are characterized by populations or assemblages of
species with one or more of the following characteristics:
slow growth rates, late age of maturity, low or unpredictable
recruitment, or long-lived.

• Structural complexity: an ecosystem that is characterized
by complex physical structures created by significant
concentrations of biotic and abiotic features.

TABLE 1 | Scores for VME indicators occurring in deep-water in the ICES/NAFO area based on the degree to which each VME indicator fit each of the five FAO criteria
(FAO, 2009).

FAO criteria for defining what constitutes a VME VME

VME indicator Unique. Functional. Fragility Life history Structural Indicator score

Stony coral 3 4 5 5 5 4.47

Black coral 5 2 4 5 2.5 3.91

Chemosynthetic spp. (seeps and vents) 5 5 1 4 3 3.90

Large sponge 2 5 4 4 3 3.74

Gorgonian 4 3 3 5 2.5 3.61

Xenophyophore 2 3 5 2 2 3.03

Stylasterid 4 1 4 2.5 2 2.94

Stalked crinoid 4 1 2 4 1 2.76

Generic sponge 2 3 3 3 2 2.65

Sea-pen 2 3 3 2 2 2.45

Cup coral 2 1 2 4 1 2.28

Soft coral 1 1 2 2 2 1.67

Anemone 1 1 2 2 1 1.48

Scores range from 1 (low) to 5 (high). The final VME indicator score was calculated using the quadratic mean, i.e., the square root of the mean of the squares, across the
five FAO criteria being assessed. Chemosynthetic spp. (seeps and vents) refers to megabenthos species as described in ICES (2016b).
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• The degree to which each VME indicator group (not
the individual taxa contained) fit each of the five FAO
criteria was scored from 1 (low) through 5 (high). The
scoring procedure was discussed and agreed by a group
of deep-sea scientists through an ICES Expert Group
using existing informed expert judgment, and the following
specific guidelines (Supplementary Table 2):

• Rarity: was scored according to presence on the IUCN red
list, and if the indicator was known to be endemic, rare,
threatened, or declining.

• Functionality: was scored by evaluating if the indicators
were known to create nursery areas for other species, or
known for having higher level ecosystem role, such as
nutrient cycling and water filtration.

• Fragility: was scored according to the fragility of the
indicator against physical contact, the height and
complexity of its structure, and the capacity for retraction,
retention or re-growth or if being naturally protected in
some way.

• Life-history: was scored against the longevity, fecundity,
age at maturity, growth rate, and known frequency of
recruitment success.

• Structural complexity: was scored based on structural
habitat created, frame-building, and presence of
commensal or closely associated species.

These ratings resulted in VME indicator scores for each VME
indicator type (Table 1) where, for example, stony corals were
considered the most susceptible to degradation by anthropogenic
activities and with life-history characteristics that make recovery
more difficult. It should, however, be noted that these scores
could change if new data were to become available and when
the taxonomic resolution of the indicators present in the
database is improved. As the five FAO criteria were seen as
being approximately orthogonal, the final VME indicator score
for each of the thirteen VME indicators was calculated using
the quadratic mean, i.e., the square root of the mean of the
squares.

Assigning Abundance Score to VME
Indicator Records
For each record with weight data in the database, the abundance
recorded was evaluated against the NEAFC (Recommendation
19 2014: Protection of VMEs in NEAFC Regulatory Areas as
Amended by Recommendation 09:2015) and EU (Regulation
2016/2336) VME encounter thresholds for live corals (30 kg) or
live sponges (400 kg). If the abundance was over the encounter
threshold, a value of 5 was assigned. If the abundance was
below the encounter threshold we used Jenks natural breaks
classification method (Jenks, 1967) to identify an intermediate
encounter threshold. Therefore, a value of 3 was assigned if
abundance was above 1 kg (for corals) or 60 kg (for sponges) and
otherwise a value of 1 was assigned. If no data for abundance
were available, a score of 0 was allocated to the “abundance
score” and thus had no effect on the final “VME index.”
As there are no agreed thresholds for VME indicators that
are not “corals” or “sponges” (e.g., anemones) we used the

encounter thresholds values defined for corals. Although the
NEAFC thresholds are considered to be too high and not based
on robust scientific data (Ardron et al., 2014), without agreed
thresholds this was considered the most appropriate option, so
as to be relevant for current (albeit imperfect) management
practices.

Defining the Final “VME Index”
Vulnerable marine ecosystem bona fide habitats identified in
the ICES VME database received the maximum “VME index”
of 5. The final “VME index” for each remaining records
was calculated based on the VME indicator score and the
abundance score. In the current version of the MCA we gave
90% weight to the “VME indicator score” and 10% weight to the
abundance score. A low weighting was assigned to the abundance
score because of the limited number of records where such
information is available, and because there is much uncertainty
regarding encounter thresholds when little is known about
how VMEs abundances and vulnerabilities have been estimated
(ICES, 2012).

After assigning a VME index to each VME indicator
record, the results were then aggregated to a grid cell of 0.05
degrees × 0.05 degrees. For each cell, the maximum VME index
value was retained as the overall value for that cell. This was to
prevent down-weighting of important records by less important
records as would happen if, for example, the median or the mean
value of a cell was used. It was therefore acknowledged that
some cells would have high scores due to a single high scoring
record even when other records in that cell may have a low score.
This approach was viewed as consistent with the precautionary
approach.

The final outcome was presented as VME habitat for these
grid cells containing bona fide records and as three nominal
categories of “VME index” scores, indicating the likelihood
of encountering a VME in the assessed grid cells. Thresholds
were computed using the Jenks natural breaks classification
method (Jenks, 1967). The categories were: low “VME index,”
for total scores <2.64; medium, for total scores between 2.64
and 3.74; and high, for total scores >3.74. The breaks produced
suggested that the high “VME index” scores would pick out
stony corals at any abundance, and black corals, large sponges
and chemosynthetic species when above the NEAFC VME
threshold. The medium “VME index” scores would pick out
black corals, sponges and chemosynthetic species when below the
NEAFC VME threshold, and gorgonians, stylasterids, sea-pens,
sponges, xenophyophores, and stalked crinoids when above the
threshold.

“Confidence Index” Scoring Procedure
To account for data uncertainty such as data quality issues and
the varying degree of knowledge regarding each cell (i.e., how
well it has been surveyed), we developed a data confidence index
similar to the ones elaborated by Wallace et al. (2011). This index
served as a measure of confidence in the “VME index” scores
assigned to individual grid cells and was calculated independently
of the “VME index.” The “Confidence index” was not calculated
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TABLE 2 | Criteria used to score different components of the “Confidence index” for each grid cell.

Confidence

Criteria Low (score = 0) Medium (score = 0.5) High (score = 1)

Survey method If inferred from other survey methods or
indirect methods scores, e.g., acoustic

methods

Record from commercial fisheries or
scientific surveys without visual

information

Record originated from visual surveys

Number of surveys <3 Surveys 3–5 Surveys >5 Surveys

Time span or range in years <5 Years 5–10 Years >10 Years

Age of the last survey >30 Years 10–30 Years <10 Years

for bona fide VME habitats identified in the ICES VME database
where a confidence index of one was allocated.

Two measures are usually incorporated in such indices
(Wallace et al., 2011; Taranto et al., 2012): data quality and data
deficiency. We considered using a measure of data deficiency
for each grid cell but did not implement that measure as data
deficiency is being partially covered in the data quality measure.
Therefore, data quality here reflects the origin and nature of
the collected data and was divided into three categories: low
(scored as 0), medium (scored as 0.5), and high (scored as
1) data quality. The high data quality category highlights cells
with information derived from scientific visual surveys, sampled
by many independent surveys (>5 surveys), over a long time
period (>10 years), and where the most recent record is recent
(<10 years) and thus giving an idea if the VME is still present.
Low quality data refers to a VME index derived from a poorly
sampled grid cell (<3 surveys), where the presence of a VME
had been somehow inferred, sampled for only a short period
(<5 years) and a long time ago (>30 years). Consequently, four
distinct criteria were used for estimating the data “Confidence
index” (Table 2).

The resulting data “Confidence index” for each grid cell was
calculated as the quadratic mean (i.e., the square root of the
mean of the squares) of the scores associated with the records
producing the highest “VME index,” and had a minimum value of
0 (few factors scored or low data quality) and a maximum value
approaching 1 (all factors scored with high data quality). As in
the “VME index,” the final outcome was presented by grid cell
containing no uncertainty (i.e., confidence index of 1) or VME
bona fide habitat, and as three nominal categories of “Confidence
index” computed using the Jenks natural breaks classification
method (Jenks, 1967): low confidence, for scores smaller than
0.35; medium confidence, for score between 0.35 and 0.63; and
high confidence for scores greater than 0.63.

Implementation of the MCA to the ICES
VME Database
The implementation of the MCA can be illustrated schematically
by generating maps of the VME and Confidence indices
(Figure 2). By combining these maps, cells with high “VME
index” scores and different confidences can be highlighted. In
the top panel of Figure 2, VME bona fide habitats with total
confidence are highlighted. In the second panel of Figure 2,
we highlighted those grid cells scoring high in the “VME

index” with all confidence categories. In the third panel, grid
cells scoring high in the “VME index” but excluding those
cells with a low confidence index were highlighted. In the
bottom panel of Figure 2, we highlighted only those grid cells
scoring high in the VME index and high confidence. It should
be noted that cells with low confidence are not unimportant,
but rather the degree of uncertainty means that additional
sampling is required to produce a more reliable “VME index”
value. Implementation of the framework was done through the
development of an R script that accessed the tables in the ICES
VME database.

Prior to the application of the procedure, a detailed quality
check of the ICES VME database was performed. This included:
(1) standardization and correction of the information contained

FIGURE 2 | Representation of the usefulness of the VME and Confidence
indices maps. The “VME index” hypothetical map contains VME habitats in
green, cells with high “VME index” scores in red, medium in orange, and low
in yellow. The “Confidence index” map contained cells with high confidence
score in white, medium in gray, and low confidence in black. Circles indicate
those cells in the hypothetical map that meet the criteria described on the left
of the panel.
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FIGURE 3 | Representation of the application of the portfolio categories
concept.

in all fields; (2) filling missing mandatory fields or correcting
detected errors by contacting original data providers, by
thorough searches, or ultimately deleting records for which
validation was not possible; (3) correction and validation of all
species identifications using World Register of Marine Species
database (WoRMS Editorial Board, 2017); and (4) deleting
duplicated records.

VME and Fishing Effort Portfolio
Categories
One of the main advantages of deriving a gridded “VME
index” is that is can be directly compared to other gridded
data with the same grid size, as for example fishing effort.
Fishing intensity data can therefore be used to account for the
anthropogenic activities occurring within each cell. We suggest
an approach that combines the “VME index” and the level of
fishing activity, measured through VMS data. This methodology
allows the classification of individual cells into four main
categories, which can help in optimizing management efforts
toward spatial management: Low VME index-Low fishing; Low
VME index-High fishing; High VME index-Low fishing; High
VME index-High fishing. “VME index” and fishing intensity
for individual cells can therefore be easily summarized and
graphically compared (Figure 3).

The application of the VME and fishing effort portfolio
categories to the ICES VME and VMS databases was tested.
Here the VME index used was calculated as described above. For
estimating the fishing effort for each grid cell, the cumulative
number of records of trawling activity (vessel speed from 1 to
4 knots) from VMS data for the past 10 years was used (ICES,
2015). Due to the non-normal range of values, including the
presence of few cells with very large records of trawling activity,
the cumulative number of records was log transformed. Fishing

effort was then re-scaled from 1 where no fishing activity is
present to 5 where the maximum value of fishing effort was
reached.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The FAO guidelines provide a comprehensive list of species
and habitats that form VMEs. Intuitively all types of VMEs are
deemed vulnerable, however, the current scientific information
on function, fragility and life-history of various types of VME
indicator species suggest that some VMEs should be considered
more vulnerable to anthropogenic impacts than others. For
example, deep-sea stony corals aggregations create structural
diverse habitats, are relatively long lived and slow growing and
are very sensitive to bottom fishing impact (Clark et al., 2016 and
references therein). On the other hand, sea pens, while they are
much less well understood, do not appear to as slow growing or
long lived (de Moura Neves et al., 2015). We sought to capture
this variation in developing our methodology by developing a
means of weighting the vulnerability of different types of VMEs.

Implementation of the MCA to the ICES
VME Database
When applying the MCA to the ICES VME database, the VME
index ranged from 1.51 to 4.52. A score of 5.0 was reserved for
records of bona fide VME habitats. The observed frequency of the
VME index showed a unimodal distribution with most cells being
between 2 and 4 (Figure 4). The output appears to capture the
main features of the database despite the paucity of life-history
data for many of the VME indicator taxa (e.g., Ramirez-Llodra
et al., 2010). The results remain to some extent dependent on
the expert judgment on scoring how each VME indicator fit
the FAO VME criteria. This source of variability, however, was
minimal as scores were thoroughly discussed and agreed by
a group of approximately 20 deep-sea experts. We recognize
that knowledge gaps for some taxon are a major limitation for
appropriately scoring some VME indicators (e.g., anemones or
sponges). As more scientific information is gathered, this “inter-
VME” weighting may be revised by WGDEC.

The VME index is also dependent on the encounter thresholds
adopted by NEAFC. There is currently a recommendation to
reduce these to 15 kg of live corals and 200 kg of live sponges
(ICES, 2012). If new encounter thresholds are adopted, the MCA
methodology should be updated accordingly.

The confidence index ranged from 0.0 to 0.75. Again a score
of 1 was reserved for those records of bona fide VME habitats
(Figure 4). Most of the cells showed a confidence index lower
than 0.6 highlighting a reduced sampling effort, with records
often falling into the lowest category.

Hatton-Rockall Bank
The Hatton-Rockall Bank area in the NE Atlantic provides
a model case study to illustrate the application of the MCA
approach. Scientific data on the presence of coral at Rockall dates
back to the 1970s (Wilson, 1979) and a spate of recent surveys
have revealed the occurrence of coral mounds (Wienberg et al.,
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FIGURE 4 | Resulting distribution of the VME index (left) and the confidence index (right) when applied to the ICES VME database, including certain VME habitats
(VME index of 5 and confidence index of 1; n = 225). Each value represents one grid cell of approximately 0.05 degrees by 0.05 degrees.

FIGURE 5 | Applying the VME index and confidence index to the VME database: Rockall and Hatton Bank. (a) VME index for all cells with data in the ICES VME
database; (b) confidence index for all cells with data in the ICES VME database; (c) VME index for cells with medium and high confidence; and (d) VME index for
cells with high confidence.

2008; Durán Muñoz et al., 2009), cold seep ecosystems (Neat
et al., 2018), and other important geomorphological features
throughout the area (Roberts et al., 2008; Sayago-Gil et al.,
2010). In addition, several VME indicator species including
cold-water corals and sponges have been identified in recent
years through collaboration with commercial trawl and longline
fisheries (Durán-Muñoz et al., 2011, Durán-Muñoz et al., 2012b).
Thus the variable amount of information for this area and the
range in quality of that information (e.g., fishing records vs.
scientific observations), serves as a good case study to illustrate
the approach.

The data outputs for the Hatton-Rockall Bank area illustrate
several important aspects of the MCA (Figure 5). First, there
were some bona fide VME habitats identified in the Rockall
Bank which are clearly highlighted by the method (Figure 5a).
Second, the areas identified by the MCA as high values of “VME
index” often fell within existing NEAFC closures for example NW
Rockall and SW Rockall. This suggests the method is useful for
identifying areas that need protection. Third, it identified areas of
medium and high value of “VME index” situated outside closed
areas thereby suggesting such areas should be carefully assessed
and possibly protected. Finally, in Figure 5b, it is apparent
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FIGURE 6 | Applying the VME index and confidence index to the VME database: Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone. (a,b) VME index for all cells with data in the ICES
VME database; (c,d) confidence index for all cells with data in the ICES VME database.

FIGURE 7 | Application of the portfolio categories concept to the ICES database. In the left panel, the different colors represent four portfolio categories: blue is low
VME – low VMS, yellow is low VME – high VMS, green is high VME – low VMS, and red is high VME – high VMS. In the right panel, proportions of cells falling into
those categories are shown.

that the intensive sampling on the Rockall plateau yields high
confidence, whereas the less-well sampled Hatton Bank yields
lower overall confidence. This can then be seen particularly
clearly where only the cells with medium and high confidence are
plotted (Figures 5c,d). This does not mean Rockall Bank is more
important from a VME perspective; rather, only that we are more
confident that Rockall Bank is an important VME area. There is
good evidence that VMEs are present at Hatton Bank, but the
confidence of these records is not as high as it is at the Rockall
Bank.

Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone
The Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone (CGFZ) area in the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge between Iceland and the Azores, provides a model
case study to illustrate the limitations of the application of the
MCA approach to data-poor areas. A portion of the CGFZ
was nominated as an OSPAR MPA and adopted by NEAFC to
protect the unique natural features associated with the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge. Due to its remoteness, very limited information
on the benthic communities is available. The main exceptions
were the MAR-ECO and ECOMAR expeditions that recorded
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FIGURE 8 | Application of the portfolio categories concept to the Hatton-Rockall area. Blue cells are low VME – low VMS, yellow cells are low VME – high VMS,
green cells are high VME – low VMS, and red cells are high VME – high VMS.

cold-water corals belonging to 34 different taxa in areas close to
the CGFZ (Molodtsova et al., 2008; Mortensen et al., 2008) along
with different species of hexactinellid sponges and echinoderms
(Gebruk and Krylova, 2013). During the MAR-ECO expedition
Lophelia pertusa was frequently observed but no large live reef
structures have been detected (Mortensen et al., 2008). Thus the
limited amount of information with limited spatial coverage for
this area, serves as an illustrative data-poor case study.

The data outputs for the CGFZ area illustrate several
important aspects of the ICES VME database and the MCA
(Figure 6). Although we found literature sources describing the
occurrence of stony corals in the area (e.g., Mortensen et al.,
2008), those have not been transposed to the ICES VME database
which highlights the need for an improved data reporting
to ICES. Also, the records in the database lack important
information such the survey method or the observation date
preventing a proper estimation of the confidence index,
highlighting the need for strictly following of the ICES VME data
reporting guidelines. The application of the MCA to the CGFZ
reveals some areas with medium values of “VME index” with very
low confidence scores (Figure 6), demonstrating the limitations
of the MCA applications to data-poor areas.

VME and Fishing Effort Portfolio
Categories
The ICES data was assigned to all four portfolio categories
(Figure 7). The outcomes of the framework can be visualized
for comparing different areas, allowing managers to prioritize
their choices or policies in terms of closing pristine VME areas,
closing disturbed areas for recovery of VMEs, or both (Figure 7).
A large portion of the cells were revealed as high VME and low
VMS (59%) or low VME and low VMS (35%) (Figure 7). Only

a small portion of the cells fell in the category high VME and
high VMS (2%) (Figure 7). However, the high numbers of cells
with low fishing effort should be considered with caution because:
(1) many cells fall within national jurisdiction for where we had
limited access to VMS data; (2) a large portion of the fishing
vessels do not have a fishing license assigned and therefore are
not considered as trawlers and were excluded from the analyses;
and (3) some areas were closed to fishing in recent years but may
have experienced higher impacts previously.

Mapping the outcomes of the framework can be another
way to visualize areas falling in different portfolio categories.
For example, in the Hatton-Rockall area (Figure 8), despite the
shortcomings of the VMS data described above, most areas of
high VME score lie inside closed areas and have low fishing effort.
Only few cells with high VME index and high fishing effort are
observed mostly, around the closed areas.

CONCLUSION

In general, the MCA provides a simplified, spatially aggregated
and weighted estimate of the degree an area could be
considered to contain VMEs under the FAO definition. The
VME index clearly highlights areas where a VME is more
likely to occur while the associated estimate of confidence
gives an indication of how (un)certain that assessment is.
The methodology is transparent and the aggregate cells
can be explored in greater detail to reveal the individual
data points that have contributed to the assessment. It
integrates far more of the information in the ICES VME
database than previous methods and as such, better captures
the underlying reasoning behind much of WGDEC’s past
advice (e.g., ICES, 2013a). The MCA can be expected to be
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updated each year as new data are submitted and thus provide an
up to date, repeatable and defensible source upon which to base
advice as new information is received.

The MCA approach achieved three main aims. (1) To develop
a system which could provide a measure of the likelihood of a cell
constituting a VME and the associated level of fishing activity.
The choice of the VME scoring criteria and the definition of
the most relevant fishing activities were based on the existing
information but should be revisited when more information
is made available; as for example on the life history of VME
indicator taxa. Using quadratic means to estimate the VME
indicator score was chosen to avoid several low scores adding
up to a misleadingly high score; but it could still underestimate
the value of abundant VME indicators that rank high in only
few criteria as compared to less abundant indicators with several
high scores. This problem may be overcome by increasing the
weight assigned to the abundance score; however, this should
only be done when more abundance data in weight are reported
in the ICES VME database. (2) To design a system compatible
with, and making use of all the data currently available. The
major constraint faced by this analysis is the general scarcity
of information, mostly related to the lack of abundance data
(weight or numbers) for each VME indicator record present in
the ICES VME database. Additionally, some work has to be done
to develop a methodology to standardize information that has
originated from very different sampling methods, as for example
fisheries trawls and ROV transects. (3) To deliver an output that
is simple to visualize and understand, in order to facilitate its
implementation in management deliberations.

The UN General Assembly resolution that committed to
protecting VMEs from destructive fishing practices also calls
upon States to do so, “consistent with the precautionary
approach” (UNGA, 2006, paras. 80 and 83). The inclusion of
the confidence index in the MCA allows for decision-making
concerning possible fisheries closures (and other management
measures) to explicitly determine what level of uncertainty may
still warrant precautionary actions.

Overall the MCA appears to capture most of the important
elements of the ICES VME database used by WGDEC to assess
VMEs. This methodology may be considered as a first step toward
a systematic approach for the identification and protection of
VME in the NE Atlantic. Our methodology clearly considered
several of the steps proposed by Ardron et al. (2014), namely
step 1 on assessing potential VME indicator taxa and habitats
in a region, step 3 on considering areas already known for their
ecological importance, step 4 on compiling information on the
distributions of likely VME indicator species and habitats, step 6
on considering fishing impacts, and step 8 on identify ecologically
important areas. However, at least one important aspect of
the Ardron et al. (2014) framework is missing in the current
MCA which refers to understanding the natural distribution of

VMEs before significant impacts occurred. This aspect could be
considered in future improvements of the MCA to encompass
predicted distribution of VME as discussed in Vierod et al. (2014)
and Anderson et al. (2016a).

By providing an indication of uncertainty alongside predicted
occurrence, the MCA allows for management decisions to be
openly discussed, logically weighed, and documented. In the
future, with better recognition technology becoming available,
these methods could be automated and applied to survey data
as they are collected, or soon thereafter, thus avoiding delays
that could leave newly identified VME areas at risk. The ability
to readily incorporate new data also makes the MCA approach
appropriate for adaptive management frameworks.
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